1947-53 Chevrolet truck cup holders
Thank you for your purchase. These cup holders have been designed specifically for the stock grills in the
1947-53 Chevrolet trucks. The existing speaker system located in the stock center grill location can be
retained and no drilling, cutting is required.
Note: If you truck it still factory untouched and never had a stereo installed from the dealer you might
find a cardboard cover installed directly behind the grill. Still having this is uncommon as the paper cover
usually deteriorated away and or people usually removed it because it started to look bad. If this is the
case and you have one installed you will need to remove it by simply removing the retaining nuts on the
rear of the dash grill and simply pull the front off and discard the cardboard and reassemble.
All holders have been test fitted into my stock truck grill to ensure everything fits properly prior to
packaging and shipping.
To install the cup holder units see below and pictures on back of page.
Step 1 - Hook the long tab side in first (Long tabs always go to the center grill section)
Step 2 - Gently squeeze till the short tabs can clear the grill side and rotate the holder in and gently
simply gently release.
Step 3 - Visually ensure holder has fully expanded and is making full contact on the sides.
To Remove the cup holder
Step 1 - Gently squeeze together with two hands while pivoting the unit so the short tabs are clear of
the grill
Step 2 – slide holder out so the long tabs clear the center section.
Using marker I have also indicated on the bottom of cup support tabs the right (R) and left (L) units.
Note: Mishandling and excessive force when squeezing these units can cause the units to deform. It is
best to install as directed using two hands as shown in the attached pictures. This will give you better
control and ensure you do not accidently over squeeze. Minor deformation due to over squeezing can
be easily corrected by carefully flexing the holder in the opposite direction. Folding the unit in half by
over squeezing is neither a manufacturing discrepancy nor a flaw in the product.
Rubber edge trims have been installed on the holder to protect the front face of painted grill assemblies.
Removing these units will change the depth of the tabs and then cause the holder to remain loose. Care
should still be taken when installing units. White Wolf is not responsible for damages to adjacent
items.
Units will always look their best when using a stainless steel cleaner on them. If units need to be refinished use a 3M 7447 cleaning pad or similar product can be used to refinish the exposed face. Make
sure you only rub in the direction of the metal grain! (left to right)

